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L214 Unveils Shocking Images Of A Turkey Slaughterhouse - France (29)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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Handout screen grab from a new video made public this Thursday December 17, 2020 by the animal-rights association L214 filmed in a turkey slaughterhouse in Blancafort, center France, which supplies the brand Le Gaulois, showing dustbins filled with turkeys that have not survived the transport, animals that arrive compressed in cages that are too small, birds hanging by their legs, on a very long chain, upside down, with their crests almost scraping the ground, before being plunged into the electrified pool that will send them to their deaths. Photo by L214 via ABACAPRESS.COM
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